A Tribute to Professor Fred C. Zacharias
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Dodger Stadium, the night before Thanksgiving 2006, was consumed
with an eclectic mix of anxious fans waiting for the Rolling Stones to
appear. With a flaming blast accompanied by a shower of objects
emanating from the stage, I knew what was to come. Mick, Keith, and the
gang, ignoring their advanced years, pounced on the stage taking control of
the evening with Jumpin Jack Flash. With a smile on my face and a
firm grasp on my soon-to-be wife’s hand, I looked over at my wonderfully
kind, genuine, and generous friends Fred Zacharias and his spouse
Sharon—who were already standing “rocking out”—and thought maybe
you can indeed get what you want.
Many will write about Fred as a brilliant, accomplished scholar and
teacher—and that he was. Others will note his complete devotion to his
wife and two sons Blake and Eric. I wish to add to this dialogue by
providing a brief glimpse into my personal relationship with an
extraordinary, highly principled person.
After class recently, not thinking, I found myself turn and walk toward
Fred’s office. For it was there that many of our conversations would take
place. It pretty much always started the same way—my knocking and
Fred saying, “Come in, sit down Mike, grab a soda.” Fred always kept a
stocked refrigerator with my claimed favorite diet drink of the month.
Breaking this ritual for a few days because of my out-of-town commitments
led to my receipt of this terse email: “What am I to do with all this diet
orange soda?” And not to be outdone, while missing my friend during
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one of his many article deadlines, I inquired: “Hello Buddy: Can you
come out and play sometime?”
Fred’s and my chats were interesting to say the least. No subject, no
matter how controversial, was taboo. We talked and argued about life’s joys
and frustrations, love, marriage, children, politics, sports, business,
commitment, and even what constituted real friendship. And most
certainly, nothing was too trivial to ignore. I remember on more than
one occasion telephoning Fred from my seat at a San Diego Chargers
home game and asking him to explain the nuances of some NFL rule.
There was no pulling any punches in our conversations. Fred always
said what he felt. By way of example, Fred and I both addressed a large
audience at a University of San Diego forum. As I finished my talk with
what I thought was the perfect cadence, I moved with a sense of pride to
my seat positioned next to Fred on the stage. Fred covered the
microphone, leaned over to me, and quietly whispered: “That was the
biggest bunch of garbage I have ever heard.” I have so many more fond
recollections and anecdotes about Fred, some of which I will share over
time with Fred’s family and colleagues; others I think I will just keep to
myself and chuckle when I think of them.
Fred, your friendship has and always will be “precious not only in the
shade but in the sunshine of life.”1 I send to you my love and thanks for
your unending fierce loyalty, kindness, respect, advice (even when it
was hard to hear), support, humor, and patience. I am a better man for
knowing you. I miss you my friend. But I believe that one day we will
again spend the night together with satisfaction in our hearts as we
reminisce that it is only rock and roll, but we most definitely liked it.

1. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Maria Cosway (Oct. 12, 1786), reprinted in
JEFFERSON IN LOVE: THE LOVE LETTERS BETWEEN THOMAS JEFFERSON & MARIA COSWAY
44, 55–56 (John P. Kaminski ed., 1999).
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